
Comfort to your foot… 

Legion 

Orthopedics 

The Orthopedic Insoles of 

the Basic Series offer 

great arch support, this 

orthotics may feel flexible 

or semi-rigid depending 

on the patient’s weight. 

The added extrinsic post 

of soft foam is set at cero 

degrees giving extra sta-

bility with some flexibility. 

Accommodative padding 

is available for an extra 

charge, If you prefer no 

extrinsic post or want arch 

fill under plate, it is availa-

ble too. 

Basic Series 

Authorized distributor : 

Legion Orthopedics LLP 

Orthopedic Insoles—Basic Series 

LEGIONORTHOPEDICS.COM 

P.O. BOX 67 

Deerfield street, NJ 08313 USA 

Tel:(856)3925834   Fax:(856)4595187 

info@legionorthopedics.com 



LEGION ORTHOPEDICS—Basic Series 

BrownBasic 

Orthopedic insole made with a semi-rigid black 

plastic shell, soft brown extrinsic post at neutral 

position  and 1/8"  brown semi firm EVA cover. 

Available in Met-Heads size, Sulcus and full 

Length 

BlueBasic 

Pre fabricated foot orthotic with a black plastic 

shell, soft blue extrinsic post a bit more rigid 

then the brown and 1/8” thick blue EVA cover. 

Shell can be reused, refurbishment available 

GrayBasic 

Orthopedic foot Insole with a semi-rigid black 

plastic plate, blue extrinsic post and cover with 

1/8” foam and soft gray vinyl more durable 

then just EVA cover. Can be requested with in-

trinsic post at cero degrees or no degrees at all 

with no extra charge 

NavyBasic 

Comfortable and durable foot orthotic made 

with a black semi rigid shell, soft extrinsic post 

at neutral position and 3/16” cover composed 

of thin foam and neoprene cloth cover. For 

added control an arch fill of soft foam can be 

bonded under the shell (extra charge) 

WhiteBasic 

Pre made orthotic with a semi-white plastic shell 

more rigid then the black shell. Soft white extrin-

sic post and cover with 1/8” white foam and 

white vinyl cover for added durability. Accommo-

dative padding available for an extra charge 

PinkBasic 

Orthopedic insole made with a semi-white plas-

tic shell, soft white extrinsic post at cero de-

grees and 1/4” soft foam cover made with two 

density foam, top layer is 1/8” pink plastizote 

the preferred cover for sensitive feet used in 

some insoles for diabetic foot, this cover can be 

applied to the black shell for softer arch sup-

port. Accommodative padding available 
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